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• Outstanding: 2020: the year that was not:  
a. In due course as the pathway forward for Figure Skating re international events 

becomes clearer, the WYOG lists can be reactivated; 
b. ADC Representative in each state could start, and formal tracked Athlete 

Reviews co-ordinated across the States, ice rinks and Clubs, etc. With the 
success (through necessity) of ‘remote’ and ‘video’ judging there is opportunity 
to harness the benefits for our sport clusters around the great land of Aus.  

• Aussie Skate:  I have studied in detail the work by ISA’s Sport Development on 
efforts to revamp Aussies Skate through delivery of information and knowledge about 
Aussie Skate via the web & App – Kim Wilson (and her helpers) have done an 
amazing job, well done. In this tech age, and ISA as the sports leader, this is long 
overdue. 
This posed the Question – is ISA doing enough to attract new people to the sport of 
figure skating in all its diversity of branches? A previous Report from ADC to the 
Board touched on this – “Our sport needs ice rinks, and rinks need customers to pay 
the bills. Our sport is expensive and therefore if ISA can formulate a model where we 
can have many more skaters competing and having fun, with a smaller elite pathway 
that leads to international competition, the sport benefits. This issue is important for 
the vitality and financial viability of our sport.”. 
Could Aussie Skate format be expanded through to Athlete Development levels, so 
Aussie Skate takes skaters to Dancing, Jumps, Spins, Theatre, Syncro etc in a similar 
format to the current very affordable for parents/new skaters.  
Of recent times I have had reasons to attend Aussie Skate at state ISQ’s Iceworld 
southern Brisbane ice rink.  There is great attendance as there is most Aussie Skate 
programs. The big attraction is the relative easier affordability. In discussions it seems 
that post Aussie State there is limited availability for promoted and structured ‘group 
lessons’ as a frontline way for figure skaters to technically advance. Yes, Synchro does 
a far better job of keeping newbies in the sport that the other disciplines through a group 
learning approach.  

Could Aussie Skate be the saviour of our sport? Do different, or nothing will change.  
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ADC put a recommendation to ISA to form a 
working group, with a funded Budget led by Sport 
Development, to prepare a submission to ISA for a 
5 year funded Aussie Skate initiative across 
Australian ice rinks/clubs to grow participation and 
retention in the sport.  
The Board supported the recommendation and 
resolved accordingly, thank you. This initiative 
has the potential to make the first positive and 
material change to our sports diversity retention 
numbers of recent history.   

Thank you to the ISA Board, affiliated Federations, the 
officials (in their myriad of roles), coaches, supporters, 
parents, skaters and ice rink operators for the great work 
you all do. 
 

 
I recommend this report to the Members and skating family. 

 
Sincerely, 

 
 

 
Mark Lynch, Chair 
Athlete Development Committee 
14 May, 2021 
 
 


